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and industry pace are intense, your whole team need to be exceptional communicators.
Persuasive Presentations explains the factors that create powerful, engaging presentations.
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2. COMMUNICATE
IMPACTFUL
PRESENTER

3. THEM
5. DISTRESS SEQUENCES

How do you come across? Find out,
modify and consciously decide.

1. YOU

4. PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS

Become aware of the psychological
What do you want from needs
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this
of each
style.
relationship & this specific conversation?

11. Q&A: Prepare Top 20 questions. Learn

techniques to answer questions professionally.
Determine their needs, context & most
Be able to recognise their distress
urgent questions...it
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confident by
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8. DEVICES: Practice rule of 3; story telling, analogies,
alliteration, inferred testimonials...to convince.
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EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATOR
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7. PRESENT: How do you come across? Improve the

7. YOU
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6. JOURNEY: Structure your presentation to connectreverse these patterns
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Structure your conversation
to engage, influence & lead them.

5. THEME: What story will make this conversation
with this audience memorable?
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Practice rule of 3; story telling, analogies,
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1. SCIENCE
2. CONNECT EMOTIONALLY:
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WHAT is important to them, WHY is
it important & HOW important is it?
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Speak their language & amplify
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and
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Question, opportunities.
Clarify & Confirm with empathy.

